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 Neural networks are well-suited for the modeling and control of complex 

physical systems because of their ability to handle complex input-output mapping 

without detailed analytical model of the systems . In this paper internal model control 

associated with proportional gain is used to control the system implemented with two 

neural networks , model of the system and inverse model.  
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Introduction: 

In the industrial processes there are many 

systems having nonlinear properties . Moreover, these 

properties are often unknown and time varying. The 

commonly used PID controllers are simple to be 

realized , but they suffer from poor performance if 

there are uncertainties and nonlinearities.  

The neural network controllers have emerged 

as a tool for difficult control problems of unknown 

nonlinear systems. 

Since multilayer neural networks can 

approximate arbitrary nonlinear mapping through a 

learning mechanism , they can compensate the 

nonlinearity [1]. 

 There are several control strategies for neural 

networks which some of them are as: feed forward 

control , direct inverse control , indirect adaptive 

control based on neural network identification , and 

internal model control   ( IMC )   [2]. 

 IMC requires a forward model as well as a 

model of the inverse of the system to be controlled , 

and a low-pass filter, to impact on the behavior of the 

closed-loop system. 
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 The following features are special to the IMC: 

 Off-set free response for systems affected by a 

constant disturbance. 

 A requirement that the system is open-loop 

stable. 

 It is difficult to ensure that the inverse model is 

trained on a realistic data set [3]. 

 

Pittman Motor: 

      The system to be controlled is Pittman 

GM9413H529 DC motor with a simulated inertial load 

. The simulated moment of inertia is small , and is 

considerably less than the actual motor moment of 

inertia . The equivalent circuit diagram of the DC 

motor system is shown in fig.(1) [4]. 

 

Fig.(1) DC motor circuit diagram 

The transfer function of the motor can be 

derived from the following data: 

Ra = armature resistance = 8.33Ω 

La = armature inductance = 6.17 mH 

Ke= back emf constant = 3.953x10-2 v/(rad/sec)  
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Kt = torque constant = 0.03954 N.m/A 

Ja = armature inertia = 2.75x10-6 Kg.m2 

JL = load inertia = 0.0137 Kg.m2 

J = total inertia = 2.82x10-6 Kg.m2 

N = gear ratio = 7860:18 

V = input voltage = ± volt 

From the above data , the following system 

time constants can be determined: 

1/ Te = Ra / La = 1350 rad/sec 

1/ Tm = Ke . Kt / Ra . J = 66.43 rad/sec Since La << 

Ra2 . J / Ke . Kt , 
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Neural Networks For Modeling: 

 The use of neural networks for modeling and 

identification is justified by their capacity to 

approximate the dynamics of systems including those 

with high nonlinearities or dead time . In order to 

estimate the system dynamics , the neural network 

must be trained until the optimal values of the weights 

and biases are found . In most applications , feed 

forward neural networks are used , because the 

training algorithms are less complicated [5]. 

 Several studies have founded that a three-

layered neural networks with one hidden layer can 

approximate any nonlinear function to any desired   

accuracy [2]. 

 The structure of three layer  networks  that 

used to identify the feed forward model and it's inverse 

are shown in fig.(2).[2]. 

 It consists of an input layer , an output layer of 

linear activation function and one hidden layer of 

seven tanh units. 

 
Figure (2). Neural network structure. 

 

 Where Ii(k) , Wj , Wij ,  Sj and O(k) are the 

ith input to the network , the connecting weight 

between jth hidden neuron and the output of the 

network , connecting weight between ith input to 

network and the jth hidden neuron , the output of jth 

hidden neuron and the output of the network . 

 This network trained using back propagation 

algorithm as follows : 
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Where yd(k) and e are the desired output and 

the error . 
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Where W(k) is any weight of network , η is 

the learning rate of this weight . Therefore; 
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This network is trained for both the internal 

model and its inverse using arbitrary input data . 

Control Scheme: 

 A control system consists of the process to be 

controlled and of a control device chosen by the 

designer , which computes the control input so as to 

convey the desired behavior to the control system . 

 The control device consists of a controller and 

possibly other elements (observer , filter , internal 

model           (IM) ......) [6]. 
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 In this paper , the Internal model control 

system with proportional gain as shown in fig.(3) is 

used which  characterized by a control device 

consisting of the controller and of a simulation model 

of the process .  

 The internal model loop computes the 

difference between the outputs of the process and of 

the IM. 

 

Figure .(3). The Control Scheme 

 This difference represents the effect of 

mismatch of the model . IMC devices have been 

shown to have good robustness properties against 

model mismatch in the case of a linear model of the 

process . 

 The controller (inverse model of the IM) 

cascaded with a low-pass filter which introduces 

robustness against a possible mismatch of the IM, and, 

though the gain of the control device without the filter 

is not infinite as in the continuous-time case, its 

interest is to smooth out rapidly changing inputs [6]. 

 The proportional gain is added to the system 

to improve the output behavior of the dc motor . The 

convolution of the dc motor transfer function and the 

cascade fixed gain Kp is the overall process to be 

controlled . 

 In fig.(3) the transfer function is: 
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Where; 

y(t) = the control scheme output. 

u(t) = the control action. 

F = the low-pass filter. 

C = the controller (inverse of IM). 

P = the process to be controlled. 

M = the internal model. 

 

Results: 

In this section simulation results are presented 

applying the control scheme to control the speed of the 

Pittman dc motor (process) . 

 In the first the neural network is trained to 

identifying the internal model and its inverse using 

sine wave input . 

 Fig.(4) shows the model response versus the 

process response and the inverse model versus the 

input to the process . 

The capability of this control scheme was 

tested using MATLAB package by applying different 

input voltage level . Fig.(5) shows the input voltage 

versus the controlled speed of the process . In which 

the output of the control scheme is track the input 

voltage . 

 

Conclusions: 

 This paper has developed a methodology to 

implement neural network controller for dc motor. 

 The neural network principles were used to 

construct a neural-based model for the process and its 

inverse. 

 Simulation results shows the capability of 

neural network controller to control the motor speed 

with proportional controller. 
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 الخالصة
مقدرتها على التعامل مع بيانات اإلدخال واإلخراج  تعتبر الشبكات العصبية مالئمة لتشخيص األنظمة الفيزياوية المعقدة والسيطرة عليها بسبب

للسيطرة  (internal model control associated with proportional gain)بدون الحاجة إلى التفاصيل التحليلية للنظام . في هذا البحث استخدم 
 على النظام باستخدام شبكتين عصبيتين هما شبكة تمثيل النظام ومقلوبه.
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